YOUR HOME  
your style

Dreaming of a new kitchen or bathroom? Are your Pinterest boards and Houzz folders filled with ideas for beautiful, inviting spaces? We can help you bring those dreams to life.

Discover exciting new trends for the home in the pages that follow. Explore kitchens and bathrooms that deliver innovative experiences every day, and find the look that reflects your style. We’ve included design recipes so you can recreate any design and make it your own.

Turn the page and start dreaming in KOHLER.

KITCHEN & BATHROOM TRENDS

We invite you to explore six of the latest design trends we’re most enthusiastic about, from classic black to playful patterns. See examples in both kitchen and bathroom settings and find the style that’s best for you and your home.

PALE // 6
This is a trend we love for its soft approachability. Pale colors have a versatility that designers continue to explore – wispy transparent tulle, organic adobe homes, shimmering washed metallics – each pushes pale beauty in a new direction.

WHITE // 12
Designers today choose white as the defining color for traditional as well as ultra modern spaces. Exceptionally versatile, it runs the gamut from futuristic and otherworldly to soft and cozy. As always, white remains a daringly elegant choice.

NOIR // 22
Simply put, black captivates. From sumptuous obsidian surfaces to tone-on-tone wallcoverings, black infuses spaces with a powerful, distinctive personality. Whether making a cameo or playing the lead, black inevitably steals the show.

PATTERN // 28
Pattern has always had a place in home decor, but a willingness to combine motifs like floral and geometric or to play with scale is a new twist on a familiar theme. Prim or playful. Small or supersized. Pattern gives you wide rein to explore.

SMOKY // 36
A sultry mix of rich flavor and subtle spice, this moody color palette is filled with champagne golds, sun-kissed caramels and cherry mochas. At once warm and earthy, smoky celebrates nature’s textures and tones across a wide mix of materials.

COLOR // 44
Color trends tell us about ourselves. What we value and how we’re feeling collectively shows up in the colors we’re drawn to for our clothes, our homes and our gadgets. It’s a collective agreement that certain hues are worthy of permeating our lives.

JUST DRIFT…

An oasis for your mind and body, Stargaze® freestanding bath K-6387-0 and Composed™ bath filler with handshower K-73078-CP (on cover) invites you to slip inside and drift away.

FIND YOUR DREAM BATH AT KOHLER.COM/FREESTANDING
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Focusing her talents for tiny house design on the kitchen, Kim Lewis created this light-infused cottage space for homeowners who want to scale back and reconnect with nature. Cool hues drawn from the natural world bring the outdoors in and create a serene, surprisingly hardworking kitchen.

Kim Lewis, best known as the lead designer behind ABC’s Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, has recently designed tiny homes for FYI’s Tiny House Nation.

TREND // PALE

To see more of this room visit ideas.KOHLER.com/CopperCottage
A Matte Black finish makes a bold statement against this soft pale palette.

GET THIS LOOK
1 | Purist® Pullout Kitchen Faucet K-7505-BL
2 | Whitehaven® Self-Rimming Under-Mount Single-Bowl Apron-Front Kitchen Sink with Hayridge Design K-6351-0
3 | White Washed Pine Flooring
4 | Silestone Olivia Countertop and Backsplash
5 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117
6 | Benjamin Moore Kittery Point Green Paint HC-119
7 | Benjamin Moore Morning Sky Blue Paint 2063-70

Featured Colors & Finishes: BL Matte Black | Off White

GET INSPIRED AT IDEAS.KOHLER.COM | PALE COPPER COTTAGE
Whimsy meets luxe in this pale blush powder room. A study in mixed materials and texture, our Park Avenue powder room strikes a balance between ethereal elegance and solid substance. Featuring the jewel-like Artist Editions® Briolette sink, the powder room is a showcase of style and sophistication.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/Flight-Of-Fancy.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Poplin® 24” Vanity with Furniture Legs K-99527-LG-1WA
2 | Margaux® Knob K-16262-AF
3 | Margaux Tall Single-Handle Bathroom Sink Faucet K-16231-4-AF
4 | Margaux Toilet Tissue Holder K-16255-AF
5 | Briolette™ Vessel Above-Counter Bathroom Sink K-2373-TG7
6 | Margaux Towel Ring K-16254-AF
7 | San Souci® Comfort Height® Elongated 1.28 GPF Touchless Toilet with Purefresh® Seat K-8687-96
8 | ANN SACKS® Calcatta Borghini Field Tile AS13110
9 | ANN SACKS® Pompignan Field Tile AS14847
10 | Benjamin Moore® Melted Ice Cream Paint 2095-70
11 | The Pattern Collective, Calypso’s Cove
12 | Zenati & Edri Parquet, Zep 15 Pattern in Larochette
13 | Cararra Marble
14 | ANN SACKS Benton Braid Calcatta Borghini AS15682

Featured Colors & Finishes: AF Vibrant, French Gold | TG7 Translucent Sandalwood | WWA Linen White | 96 Biscuit

Introducing Translucent Sandalwood, a velvety shade of golden brown for the Briolette sink.
Empire Elegance features the high ceilings and detailed wainscoting characteristic of a traditional townhouse. Luxury materials add to the grandeur, while mixed metals and clean shapes give the room twenty-first century appeal.
WHAT'S TRENDING

Mixed metals are a common theme today. Here, Vibrant® Titanium faucets complement the marble's gray tones, and a gold chandelier and sconces draw honey hues out of the wood.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Composed™ Single-Handle Bathroom Sink Faucet K-73050-7-TT
2 | Solid/Expressions® 31" Vanity Top K-5437-S36
3 | Vox® Rectangle Vessel Above-Counter Bathroom Sink K-2660-1-0
4 | Jute® 30" Wall-Hung Vanity K-99541-L -1WK, Jute Pulls K-99688-HF3
5 | Composed Hand Towel Holder K-73145-TT
6 | Composed 18" Towel Bar K-73141-TT
7 | Veil® One-Piece Elongated Dual-Flush Intelligent Toilet K-5401-0
8 | 10" Contemporary Round 2.5 GPM Rainhead with Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray K-13689-TT, Right-Angle Showerarm K-10124-TT
9 | Shift™ Ellipse Multifunction 2.5 GPM Handshower K-10257-TT, 30" Slidebar K-8524-TT, MasterShower® 60" Metal Shower Hose K-9514-TT
10 | WaterTile® Round 54-Nozzle Body Spray K-8014-TT
11 | DTV Prompt® Digital Interface K-558-1CP
12 | Composed Single-Handle Bath Faucet with Handshower K-73078-4-TT
13 | Tea-for-Two® Drop-In Bath K-655-14 | Kentwood Maple Cannon in Herringbone 15 | ANN SACKS® Calcatta Borghini Field Tile 16 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117

Not Pictured: Catalan® Medicine Cabinet 2918-PG-SAA

Featured Colors & Finishes: TT Vibrant® Titanium | 0 White | 1WK Satin Oak | HF3 Black

A marriage of artful design and advanced technology, the Veil® intelligent toilet offers personalized comfort and cleansing.

The refined modern design of Vox® Rectangle sinks pairs perfectly with the sleek angles of Composed™ faucets.
Renovated by Palm Springs designers Jackie Thomas and DeeAnn McCoy of Thomboy Properties, this home stays true to its midcentury modern roots while introducing advanced technologies and features. Bordering a courtyard pool and fire pit, this cool desert oasis is brimming with sensory experiences.

To see more of this home, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/PalmSpringsHouse

Why did you choose the Sierra Way house?
You might say the house chose us. We received a call from a friend of the homeowner inquiring whether or not we would be interested in purchasing the property. We were very familiar with the house as it is on one of the nicest streets in the neighborhood and in a dilapidated state; it was a standout for all the wrong reasons. Seeing the potential, how could we say no?

Is incorporating technology into the bathroom a trend you’re seeing more of?
We are keenly aware that we live in a very wired world that makes escape harder and harder, so we decided that we would take the best of technology to create the ultimate sensory experience. The KOHLER® integrated multi-sensory shower system allows the user to pre-set their desired settings and listen to beautiful music while in the shower. Whether you are starting or ending your day or going out on the town, you can create an experience in the bathroom that sets the tone for the rest of the day or evening.

Do you think cleansing toilets have a part to play in health and wellness today?
None of us are getting any younger, and we are all looking for ways to maximize our health and well-being. You may not equate toilets with a luxury experience but that’s exactly what Veil® provides: a sense of comfort, ease and simple indulgence at your fingertips. Toilets with cleansing functionality are just one more way for us to enhance what is already a very personal experience.

Do you have a general bathroom design tip for homeowners?
It is paramount to understand what your immediate needs are as well as your long-term goals before you embark on a renovation. In our case we know that many people are buying second homes that they plan to retire to some day, so we are cognizant of making certain we create showers that are easily accessible (curbless or slight step downs for ease of use). We also want to create something that is clean, classic and timeless so it can age with us.
Contemporary design and ease of use give walk-through showers extra appeal, especially in the case of two-person showers.

**GET THIS LOOK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Loure® Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet K-14661-4-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Verticyl® Rectangle Under-Mount Bathroom Sink K-2882-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Solid/Expressions® 73” Vanity Top K-5462-S33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Jute® 72” Wall-Hung Vanity K-99550-1WL, Jute Pulls K-99688-HF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Sunstruck® Freestanding Bath with Straight Shroud K-6368-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Loure® 30” Towel Bar K-15586-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Veil® One-Piece Elongated Dual-Flush Intelligent Toilet K-5401-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Loure 2.0 GPM Showerhead with Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray K-45215-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. 8” Contemporary Square 2.0 GPM Rainhead with Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray K-45200-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. SoundTile® Speakers K-8033-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. DTV+™ Digital Interface K-99693-NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Loure Covered Toilet Tissue Holder K-11184-CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. ANN SACKS® Dolomite Corina Marble Tile AS15228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Featured Colors & Finishes:**

- White
- CP Polished Chrome
- S33 White Expressions
- 1WL Laurentii Silk
WHY INTELLIGENT TOILETS MAKE SENSE

Bringing you a clean beyond clean, intelligent toilets are an essential part of the spa bathroom experience. All KOHLER intelligent toilets come with the following features:

- Motion-activated, hands-free opening/closing of cover and automatic flush
- Advanced cleansing with self-cleaning wand, precision air dryer and deodorizing filter
- Touch-screen remote control with wall-mount docking station
- Warm-air drying system with adjustable temperature settings and heated seat
- LED lighting illuminates the bowl and serves as a nightlight
- Innovative tankless designs make a stunning style statement
- Karing® K-426-0
- Numi® K-3901-0
- Veil® K-5401-0

Learn more about KOHLER intelligent toilets at us.KOHLER.com.

NEVER TOO NEXT

BEHOLD THE FUTURE: THE MULTIFUNCTIONAL VEIL® INTELLIGENT TOILET.

Stop by your KOHLER Showroom and talk to a consultant to learn more about KOHLER Intelligent toilets and Cleansing seats.
While we designed this space to be firmly rooted in a traditional aesthetic, we've interjected contemporary elements as well. The combination brings a fresh, of-the-moment feel to this black-tie design.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/GentlemansBlack
## GET THIS LOOK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Artifacts Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet with Offset Valve K-93860-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Iron/Tones Smart Divide Dual-Mount Kitchen Sink K-6625-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Artifacts Victorian Bar Faucet K-99267-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Artifacts Gentleman’s Bar Faucet K-99268-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strive Under-Mount Bar Sink K-5287-NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Artifacts Wall-Mount Pot Filler K-99270-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Artifacts Knob K-72578-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Artifacts Pull K-72579-SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Whitehaven Self-Trimming Under-Mount Kitchen Sink K-5665-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Benjamin Moore Flat Black Satin Paint 2131-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Benjamin Moore Flat White Winged Dove Paint 1437-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ANN SACKS Dolomite Cortina AS2233-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ANN SACKS Nero Marmolina AS2175-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ANN SACKS Savvy in Graphite AS1232-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Absolute Black Granite Countertop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Statuary Classic Marble Countertop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Featuring Colors & Finishes: SN Vibrant Polished Nickel | T Black Black

Explore more KOHLER kitchen sink and faucet pairs that complement each other perfectly, visit [ideas.KOHLER.com/PerfectComplements](http://ideas.KOHLER.com/PerfectComplements)
TREND // NOIR

Our Cufflinks & Curiosities bathroom is a treasure trove of "finds" you might discover while roaming antique stores on a Saturday afternoon. We’ve used black to bring structure to the space. Vertical wall tiles, window trim and framed art in black create visual order in this highly personalized space.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/Cufflinks

GET THIS LOOK


Featured Colors & Finishes:
- BV Vibrant™ Brushed Bronze
- 7 Black™
- 9 Iron Black™
- 10 Cinder
- FF Sea Salt™
- 0 White

List prices do not include 25% discount. Price ranges are based on color and finish selections.
TREND // PATTERN

A major player in this bathroom, pattern is layered throughout, marking transitions between functional areas and tying them all together. Working with scale and materials, we’ve chosen a few patterns that speak to craft and cultural influences.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/CraftCuration
Every piece in our Artist Editions® collection is a truly inspired creation, beautifully designed and handcrafted to help tell the story of you.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Finial® Traditional Wall-Mount Bathroom Sink Faucet Trim K-T343-4M-AF
2 | Solid/Expressions® 31” Vanity Top K-5437-S34
3 | Ceilllon, Round Wading Pool® with Derring™ Design K-17890-RL -RB3
4 | Damask® 30” Vanity with Furniture Legs K-99516-LG-1WA, Damask Knob K-99686-HF3, Damask Pull K-99689-HF3
5 | Kathryn® Comfort Height® Compact Elongated 1.28 GPF Toilet K-3940-47
6 | Margaux® Sconce K-16268-AF
7 | Finial Traditional Towel Ring K-363-AF
8 | Forté® 2.5 GPM Showerhead with Katalyst® Air-Induction Spray K-10282-AK-AF
9 | Finial Traditional Transfer Valve Trim K-T10304-4M-AF
10 | Finial Traditional Pressure-Balancing Valve Trim K-T313-4M-AF
11 | Forté® Multifunction 2.5 GPM Handshower K-10286-AF, MasterShower® 72” Metal Shower Hose K-8593-AF
12 | Finial Traditional 24” Towel Bar K-360-AF
14 | Finial Traditional Floor-Mount Bath Filler and Hardmount K-351-AF-AF
15 | ANN SACKS® Clodagh Primitive Field Tile AS9500CL/AS9504CCO
16 | ANN SACKS® Earthenware Elements Tile AS9500FLD/AS9500FOR
17 | ANN SACKS® Paccha Zigzag Field Tile AS11174
18 | Benjamin Moore® Gray Owl Paint OC-52
19 | Benjamin Moore® Stormy Monday Paint 2112-50
20 | ANN SACKS® Blue Celeste Rectangle Field Tile AS10045/AS10047
21 | GP & J Baker Fyton Wallpaper PW78024/3
22 | Osborne & Little Folia Savernake Black & Cream Wallpaper W5793-01

Featured Colors & Finishes:
- Vibrant® French Gold AF
- Almond P5
- Iron Black RB3
- Bluestone Rutile S34
- Almond Expressions 1WA
- Linen White HF3
- Black
- Vibrant® French Gold AF
- Almond P5
- Iron Black RB3
- Bluestone Rutile S34
- Almond Expressions 1WA
- Linen White HF3
- Black

---
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PATTERN | CRAFT CURATION
Offering cool respite from the desert heat and daily life, this master bathroom is a welcoming oasis day or night. Drawing inspiration from scenic safaris, we’ve paired big graphic stripes with glowing bronze highlights and a window on the desert world.

Stripes are taking the world by storm. And the bigger and bolder the better. Bordering on optical illusion, these graphic treatments capture and hold your attention.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/DesertDamask
Wall-mounted vanities enhance the openness and modern appeal of a space.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Purist® Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet with Cross Handles K-14406-3-BV
3 | Damask® 42” Wall-Hung Vanity K-99563-1WU, Damask Knob K-99686-HF3, Damask Pull K-99689-HF3
4 | Purist® Towel Ring K-14441-BV
5 | Purist® Vertical Toilet Tissue Holder K-14444-BV
6 | Rêve® Comfort Height® Elongated Dual-Flush Toilet K-3797-0
7 | Purist® Multifunction 2.5 GPM Showerhead K-966-BV, MasterShower® Showerarm and Flange K-7397-BV
8 | Purist® Handshower K-973-BV, Stillness Slidebar Trim K-974-BV, MasterShower® 60” Metal Shower Hose K-9514-BV
9 | Purist Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing Valve Trim with Diverter and Cross Handle K-T14501-3-BV
10 | Purist Wall-Mount Bath Faucet Trim with Cross Handles K-T14421-3-BV
11 | Rêve® Freestanding Bath with Brilliant Ash Base K-819-F62-0
12 | Takla Starlight Collection Tile 10057931
13 | Benjamin Moore® Universal Black Paint 2118-10
14 | Takla Starlight Collection Tile 10017959
15 | Wall & Deco® Optical Outdoor Wallpaper OP1201

Not Pictured: Revel® Pivot Shower Door 707536-L-ABZ

Featured Colors & Finishes: BV Vibrant® Brushed Bronze | 0 White | 1WU Batiste Black | HF3 Black
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Perched above the city with a million-dollar view, this private retreat was designed with a powerhouse couple in mind. As a combined wardrobe and master bathroom, Minimalism Unveiled brings streamlined simplicity to the day’s rituals and amber-hued warmth to the clean design.

To see more of this room, visit ideas.KOHLER.com/MinimalismUnveiled
Doubling up on everything is becoming the norm in master bathrooms. It’s not just about two sinks any longer. Couples want to spend time together as they begin and end their days without getting in one another’s way.

Matching Poplin® medicine cabinet surrounds frame the medicine cabinets and coordinate with the vanities.

The Veil®, wall-hung toilet’s sophisticated design makes it easy to clean as well as attractive.

WHAT’S TRENDS

- Doubling up on everything is becoming the norm in master bathrooms.
- Couples want to spend time together as they begin and end their days without getting in one another’s way.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Loure® Widespread Bathroom Sink Faucet K-14661-4-SN
2 | Solid/Expressions® 49” Vanity Top K-5439-S34
3 | Carillon® Rectangle Wading Pool® Above-Counter Bathroom Sink K-7799-K4
4 | Poplin® 48” Vanity K-99535-LG-1WD, Loure Knobs K-11575-SN, Loure Pulls K-11576-SN
5 | 12” Contemporary Round 2.5 GPM Rainhead with Katalyst® Spray Technology K-13690-SN
6 | Exhale® B120 Multifunction 2.0 GPM Handshower K-72595-SN
7 | DTV+™ Digital Interface K-99693-NA
8 | WaterTile® Round 54-Nozzle Body Spray K-8014-SN
9 | SoundTile® Speakers K-8033-SN
10 | Exhale® B120 Multifunction 2.0 GPM Showerhead K-72586-SN
11 | Choreograph® Linen Accent Panel K-97610-T05-G9
12 | Choreograph® Wall Panel K-97600-W09
13 | Choreograph® 7” Floating Shelf K-07624-GN-K14
14 | Choreograph® 16” Floating Shelf K-07624-GN-16 [Louver 24” Towel Bar K-11591-SN]
15 | Loure® Vertical Toilet Tissue Holder K-75890-7
16 | Veil® Wall-Hung Dual-Flush Toilet with Reveal® Quiet-Close™ Toilet Seat K-6299-0
17 | Loure® Floor-Mount Bath Filler Trim with Handshower K-27333-4-21
18 | Stillness® Slidebar Trim K-974-SN, MasterShower® 60” Metal Shower Hose K-9514-SN
19 | Choreograph® 14” Floating Shelf K-97622-BNK
20 | Loure® 24” Towel Bar K-11581-SN
21 | Loure® 24” Towel Bar K-11581-SN
22 | Abrazo® Freestanding Bath K-1800-HW1
23 | Benjamin Moore® Whitall Brown Paint HC-69
24 | Benjamin Moore® Witching Hour Paint 2120-30
25 | ANN SACKS® Liason by Kelly Wearstler Mosaic in Elm AS15795
26 | ANN SACKS Lave Gris Field Tile AS14844


Featured Colors & Finishes: G9 Sandbar | W09 VeinCut Sandbar | SN Anodized Brushed Nickel | SN Vibrant Polished Nickel | HW1 Honed White | 7 Black Black

1990 Walnut | S34 Almond Expressions

SMOKY | MINIMALISM UNVEILED
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Designing Your Dream Shower

with KOHLER Design Consultant Keith Rothstein

We recently sat down with KOHLER design consultant Keith Rothstein to share some of the topics he typically addresses with clients during a shower design consultation.

Here’s what he had to say.

What can someone expect from a design consultation?

We encourage people to come in at any point in the process. So, even if you’re just beginning to think about a new shower, come in. We can show you what’s possible. I like to start by going over your wish list – what’s the dream? How do you want to feel in the shower? How do you want it to look? We can take you from inspiration through floor plan considerations to choosing products.

What shower experiences should people be thinking about?

Technology has opened the door to a whole new world of experiences in the shower. Often people don’t realize that it’s possible to have not only water but also music, steam and lighting all working together in the shower. It’s really like having a spa treatment at home.

And spray innovations have introduced such a wide range of water delivery options that people can choose how they want to feel – energized or relaxed – and design experiences to achieve those sensations. I help clients find the best fit.

How do you help people choose a style?

We talk about their style preferences in other areas to help us zero in on a general area of modern or traditional. From there, we look at the products themselves so clients can touch and see the different details up close, I go into color palette preferences as well, so we can choose finishes that make sense in the overall space.

Are there any shower products you recommend right now?

For anyone who wants the beauty of tile or stone without the cost and difficulty, I highly recommend Choreograph shower walls. People love the way it looks, being able to customize storage, and not having to deal with grout.

Keith Rothstein is a KOHLER Signature store senior project Consultant in Edina, Minnesota. His design background includes over 15 years in plumbing and tile expertise.

STOP BY YOUR LOCAL KOHLER SHOWROOM TO WORK WITH A DESIGN CONSULTANT TODAY
Mark Williams specializes in both architectural design and interior design. He has developed a reputation for creating balanced, beautiful spaces by considering architectural and interior design as a single process.

LATTICED LUXE

Tucked above a vibrant cityscape, Mark Williams’ loft kitchen is an urban cooking and entertaining enthusiast’s dream. Nymbus countertops paired with richly grained slab-wood cabinets evoke an organic warmth, while the exposed brick and black accents bring a masculine sensibility into play.

GET THIS LOOK

1 | Purist® Bridge Kitchen Faucet with Sidespray K-7546-4-CP ($940–$1,269) | HiRise Wall-Mount Pot Filler K-7322-4-S ($1,249–$1,498)
2 | HiRise Wall-Mount Pot Filler K-7322-4-S ($1,249–$1,498) | Stages® Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink and Accessories K-7016-NK ($1,799)
3 | ANN SACKS® Foundation Tile AS14242 ($118.98) | ANN SACKS® Foundation Tile AS148142 ($118.98)
4 | Silestone® Nymbus Countertop | Ann Sacks Ogassian Brise Geo Weave Screen Block Concrete Tile in White AS15441
5 | Benjamin Moore® Simply White Paint OC-117 | Benjamin Moore® Luxe Paint AF-550

Featured Colors & Finishes: CP—Polished Chrome | S—Polished Stainless
List prices do not include 25% discount. Price ranges are based on color and finish selections.
Peter Sinott joined Home Works in 2002. Home Works is an eight-person interior design firm of which Peter is a principal, senior designer and creative director. Peter has continued to bridge both his knowledge of construction and architecture with the fine art of creating inviting and relevant interiors over the course of 26 years.
Inspired by a California casual vibe, designer Kerrie Kelly chose a navy palette to create this approachable kitchen. Ready to be dressed up or down, navy acts as a neutral here, accessorized with a sophisticated mix of chrome and bronze metals.

What are some tips for choosing a sink and faucet that pair well together?

When using a classic sink style, like a farmhouse or under-mounted design, we can be fashion-forward with our faucet choice. The Beckon® faucet has high-functionality, a perfect reach for the single-basin Strive® sink. I love that we didn’t use the expected white farmhouse sink or a monochromatic kitchen palette. In the spirit of mixing metals, we went with stainless steel for an edgy, contemporary feel.

Why did you choose to mix metals in this space?

When working with our homeowners, we find that giving them permission to mix metals opens an entirely new avenue to design. Mixed metals offer a high-fashion yet unbuttoned vibe feel to the space. We kept the Albedo countertops to the perimeter of our design to introduce a celebratory tone to the bar and extended seating area.

What are some benefits to open shelving in the kitchen?

Open shelving allows you to have everything you use most often within arm’s reach. This concept also lets you display your favorite things and forces you to keep a level of organization in such a high-traffic space.

Kitchens are such task-oriented spaces; what are the tricks for creating a super-functional kitchen?

A super-functional kitchen needs multiple counter heights, forgiving and durable surfaces and finishes, and long runs of countertop to allow more people to be involved in food prep, organization and the myriad of functions kitchens require.

Do you have a general design tip for homeowners?

Create a space that’s livable so all can be a part of enjoying it.
Open shelves can be all about functionality and easy access to items used daily, or they can act as a gallery wall, displaying your current favorites.

Food prep and cleanup are easier and cleaner with the Beckon Touchless faucet.

Today’s designers are dabbling in modern alchemy with stunning success. Creating a look you love with mixed metals is easy with a few simple tricks.

1. Introduce golden-hued accents to bring a light-hearted shimmer to your space.
2. Put a little distance between contrasting finishes to keep the room cohesive and not chaotic.
3. Balance the heft of solid metalwork with delicate and slender pieces.
4. Put a little distance between contrasting finishes to keep the room cohesive and not chaotic.
5. Spice up even standard finishes, like polished chrome, by adding an accent finish.
6. Introduce polished and brushed metals, use the brushed finishes to ground the room.

GET THIS LOOK

1. Beckon Pull-Down Touchless Kitchen Faucet K-99332-CP
3. Artifacts Gentleman’s Bar Faucet K-99268-CP
4. Strive Under-Mount Bar Sink with Sink Rack K-5287-NA
5. Silestone Albedo Countertop and Backsplash K-99332-CP
6. Silestone White Zeus Countertop
7. Polished Concrete Floor
8. Benjamin Moore Van Deusen Blue Paint HC-158
9. Benjamin Moore Simply White Paint OC-117

Featured Colors & Finishes: CP Polished Chrome

Read more at ideas.KOHLER.com/MixingMetals

GET INSPIRED AT IDEAS.KOHLER.COM
Discover countless design ideas for your bathroom and kitchen projects. From designer interviews to mood boards and home tours, you’ll find the latest design trends and inspiration you need to make your project come to life.
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